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Urban life in the cycling city of the 21st century
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The cycle highway junctions of Fietsstad
Compact

Generous

4% of 1:25

2% of 1:50
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150m

Dafne Schippersbrug - Utrecht

6m
300m

Cykelslangen - Kopenhagen

The transfer hubs of Fietsstad

Park & Bike

Park & Bike
Ring road
Train & metro

Building heights in Fietsstad
Havenstad programme 2040
63,640 homes
509 hectares

42,427workspaces
127 hectares

Commercial programme
100 hectares

Total
736 hectares

Buildable area
Storeys = 4.8

Storeys = 1.0
Development parcels

Commercial plinth

Buildable area including a plinth

The human scale in Fietsstad
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Park & Bike

Family visit

park & bike

The view from the
top must be great

How soon until I get
to Jan’s house?

Now, downstairs
to pick up a bike

That was easy!

Wow! Look at that!
Visitors to the fietsstad leave their
cars at the Park & Bike stations on the
outer ring road.

Distribution
distribution
park and
bike

Harbour

Cycle
highway

house
driesprong

To the ringroad

A distribution centre sits between the highway and the harbour.
Here goods can be taken off lorries and boats, consolidated
and sorted, to be delivered to their final destinations by freight
bicycle. These electric bikes can carry up to 350kg in one go!

distribution
Centre

First delivery... “the
trident restaurant”

on route to fietsstad

just in time

Fietsstad has a network of faster boulevards and avenues, and
slower neighbourhood streets and lanes. Everywhere in the
fietsstad can be reached in about 20 minutes.

park & bike

Family visit

woonerf/ alley

TRIDENT SQUARE
CAN’T WAIT TO SEE MY
SON IN AMSTERDAM!

a bit LATER...

the smallest
streets of
fietsstad still
have room for
traditional
street life:
Child’s play,
chatting with
the neighbours,
watching the
world go by,
and of course
cycling!

K
K no
n
o ck
c !
k
!

Where are we
going to eat?

Hey mum!
Here on the corner

The TRIDENT SQUARE is ONE OF THOSE typical placeS, where you bump into your friends and SAY HELLO TO YOUR
neighbours. AT THE CORNERS there may be a cafe, restaurant or corner shop. Without cars It is quiet and safe.

Wow! Look at that!
WELL ORGANISED

The Trident Fish
restaurant

Visitors to the fietsstad leave their cars at the
Park & Bike stations on the outer ring road.

The view from the
top must be great.

woonerf/ alley

Now, downstairs
to pick up a bike

Bike parking

Are you
ready to
order?

That was easy!

Yes it’s a great spot,
delicious food

And so close!

No cars, no fumes, no
noise. This is amazing!

Ah ha, a parking
spot right outside
Jan’s front door

Jan’s house

buurtstraat/
Neighbourhood
street
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scallops for
me please

And I would
like the trout

One trout!
One scallops!
Yes chef!

Delicious
food jan
Now let’s take the
ferry to the cinema

Have you come
here before?
Yeah, is the best
fish in Fietsstad!

What a
beautiful
evening
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How did the fresh food get to the restaurant?

All done, now back to
the distribution centre

The Trident Fish
restaurant

I’ve got your fish
delivery here

Cool, can you put
it down right there

‘fietsstad’ Distribution centre

harbour

FAST Cycle ROAD

to the ring road

at Trident squares, lingering and traffic go hand
in hand......no cars here, so full of street life.

A distribution centre sits between the highway and the harbour. Here goods can be taken off lorries
and boats, consolidated and sorted, to be delivered to their final destinations by freight bicycle. These
electric bikes can carry up to 350kg in one go!

on route to
‘fietsstad’

just in time

First delivery... “the
trident restaurant”

park and bike

distribution
Centre
House
trident
woonstraat/LIVING STREET
The IJ

The living streets of ‘Fietsstad’ are for people
of all ages. They are safe and quiet, with plenty
of room to learn how to cycle and how traffic
works. and all eyes on the streets.
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‘Fietsstad’ has a network of faster roads and
avenues, and slower neighbourhood streets
and lanes. all destinations in ‘fietsstad’ can be
reached in about 20 minutes time.
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the city square

A little later with...

...The bike couriers
Busy night?
nah it’s been quiet

HEY man, how’s
it going?

First date
Plenty of
space here
see you
Later!

B
B ZZ
Z Z
Z !
Z
!

I’ve Still got time to
pick up some ice cream

GOT TO GO!

Bicycle parking is important in ‘Fietsstad’. On the CITYSQUARE, a large ParkING IS SITUATED underneath the
entrance ramp for the FAST cycle ROAD. Lots of space, right next to all the shops, cafés restaurants !

Two cones of strawberry please

Order 72!
I hope they
are ready for
the pick up

I love the ice cream
from this place

That’s me!

Do you want to see a film later?
Hey! i got ice cream!
3km, this is
a long one
Sure!

Strawberry, my favourite! How did you know?
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A LAZY SUNNY
AFTERNOON
The CITY SQUARE is the heart of
‘fietsstad’, full of people and
activity.
It is populated with cinemas,
cafes, venues, galleries,
places for people to go out.
In good weather The square
is also an attractive place to
sit and WATCH OTHER people.
Skateboarders and BMX-ers
roll around. Children play and
cyclists pass through in all
directions.
Right, I’m done
for the day

Nice, you up to anything tongiht?

Thanks to its location by the
junction of the FAST cycle
ROAD, the square is a POPULAR
meeting point for Amsterdam’s
youth and a base for cycle
couriers, ready to pick up food
orders and deliver them to
your home.

Wo

oo

sh

!

!

ahhh

This place is really cool

Yeah I come here a lot, it’s
a good spot to hang out

everyone here is
cool, no hassle

Did you see how high
he went? And that fall!

The FAST CYCLE ROAD Is
so quick. Everyone uses
it to get in and out the
city
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The BMXers are
amazing too, so fast

The air is good
here right? and
no noise!

The delivery guys are always
here, waiting for orders

The film starts
in 10 minutes.
Let’s go!
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Do you want to
see a film later?

The film starts
in 10 minutes.
Let’s go!

Sure!

Fast food
FAST CYCLE STREET

CITY SQUARE

Junction

His house

Parking

Bridge

Cinema

Delivery address

Ice cream shop

Delivery address

CITY SQUARE

Her house

The CITY SQUARE is both a traffic hub and a meeting place. Without cars, these two uses are not contradictory. and the combination of infrastructure with
extra activity makes unprecedented public spaceS possible.
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double street

The market’s
busy today

FAST CYCLE ROAD

I’m coming
down!!

mmm, the
bakery
smells
good
Market

a grand day out

I’m off to
the theatre
later with
a friend

take your time
Ooh! That
sounds nice

I’ll come
downstairs
Busy day
Two bunches of
tulips please

What fruit
shall we
take home?

two for
five euro!

OK! See you on
the terrace

Taxi... to the
theatre!

Ah, here
comes the
coffee

The DOUBLESTREET is a two speed street. The CYCLE ROAD climbs above, rising ready to cross over the IJ
TO CONNECT THE north and south banks. At ground level the pace is slower, Pedestrians and cyclists mix,
sharing the space. The market is bustling, the cafés are full and everyone is enjoying the day.
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The bicycle market stall
That morning

Let’s get to
DOUBLESTREET
MARKET

et

rk

Ma

that evening
Where are you
tomorrow?

After the
market
finishes the
streets are
cleaned and
the space is
ready for
other people
to use. That
evening it’s
basketball
practice
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the ALBERT
CUYP market

The space below the FAST CYC ROAD provides an excellent sheltered space for activities, such as weekly markets, street sports, cafés or pop up events.
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A PLEASANT JOURNEY TO WORK

Bridge over the IJ

The FAST CYCLE ROAD passes
through the port, crossing the
IJ, efficiently linking fietsstad
with the rest of the city, and
the wider region

The CYCLEROAD is fast and
comfortable, passing through
‘FIETSSTAD’ at ground leveL
WHEREVER POSSIBLE.

Cycling to and from work
is quick and comfortable

However, The bridge over the
IJ and the Harbour offers a
chance to build dramatic and
ICONIC infrastructure, with
unique landscapes, spaces and
experiences

The main route through
fietsstad OFFERS.......

Harbourside park

.... beautiful views and
panoramas

House

......Contact with urban life.....

DOUBLESTREET

Bridge

The IJ

Bridge

...UNEXPECTED Moments of COnnection..
DOUBLESTREET

...Pleasant, fast, cycling
without hold-ups For traffic...

House

Market

Passing below

Office

theatre

...AND Arriving at work,
relaxed and on time!
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the crossroad

Watch out!

Almost at the kruisplein..

Wait... let The bike
bus go first

That was quick,
we’re here now

Family trip into the city
Eat up. We
need to get
into the city

No, come on.
That’s not our
bike. It’s the
neighbour’s

Ok! Lets go!

0m

5m

15m

45m

!

ng
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Wijkstraat/
DISTRICT STREET

Shop

Lets get rid
of these
rubbish bags
I’ll see you after
I get the shopping
Waste
collection
Buurtstraat /
NEIGHBOURHOOD
STREET
CROSSROAD
SQUARE

Watch out!

PLayground

Sorry!
Not too
fast

Pay attention.
it’s busy today

The NEIGHBOORHOOD STREETS of ‘Fietstad’ are for people of all ages. They are safe and quiet, with plenty
of room to learn how to cycle and how traffic works. Everyone can watch out for each other
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Pick up the package,
then back home

Package
pick-up
point

Just like the TRIDENT SQUARE, the CROSSROADS ARE traditional city spaceS. The PLACE is a focal point for
the neighbourhood, a meeting place for people and the site of many important DISTRICT amenities .

22

The kCROSSROADS are convenient places for NEIGHBOURHOOD services, such as supermarkets, post offices, recycling drop off or children’s playgrounds. Electric vehicles collect the rubbish during quiet hours, driving
carefully and slowly along the largest streets. Other heavy traffic such as the emergency services can also use these streets. Access Permits are available for when items absolutely cannot fit on a bike, although this is

I’m going to
the shop now

1.

Shopping

2.

Waste
disposal

3.

Package
pick-up

Did you Have fun?
Yeh!

Bye mum!

I’ve come for
a package

Good! Now lets
go back home

Meanwhile
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How is the package delivered to KRUISPLEIN?

That morning

fietsstad Distribution centre
harbour

FAST Cycle ROAD

to the ring road

Where does the waste go?
Wijkstraat/
DISTRICT STREET
Distribution
centre

The DISTRICT STREETS Have a generous profile. There is plenty of space in the middle for cycling and the
occasional vehicle. along the sides of the streets are cafés, bars and shops, with terraces on the wide
pavements. There is plenty of room for everyone park their bike, TAKE A STROLL or sit and enjoy a drink.

CROSSROAD
House

Friday
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